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Overview 
Following the advice in the Rheia Engineering Design Manual found at 
https://rheiacomfort.com/designers-resources/ is necessary when designing every Rheia system. 
That information will result in a design that delivers adequate airflow to each room within the 
equipment static pressure limits, which are the two main criteria for a high performing system. 

For each floorplan, however, there are different ways to achieve a high performing system. Some 
solutions are more cost effective than others. The information in this Value Engineering Guide 
highlights factors that impact the cost effectiveness of a design and provides options that may help 
reduce costs while retaining performance. Designers can use these options to develop the best 
design per the builder’s cost constraints. 

Tip: This document is a short supplement to the more extensive Rheia Engineering Design Manual, 
which provides necessary, foundational information for designing every Rheia system. All users must 
be familiar with that manual before considering the information contained herein. 

Rheia component pricing examples 
The cost reduction examples in this guide are based on the component pricing shown in the table 
below. This table contains example pricing only, not any actual pricing. Contractors and builders 
should contact distributors in their market or Rheia directly for actual component pricing. 

For a review of which individual components make up each Rheia fitting assembly, review the Rheia Bill 
of Materials document found at https://rheiacomfort.com/designers-resources/. For example, for one 
connection to the manifold, three component parts (duct board take off inside, duct board take off 
outside, and ferrule) are automatically added to the BOM. This is key when comparing material costs 
across system designs for the same floorplan. 

Table 1. Component pricing examples 

Part# Component name Budget price 

10-01-040 Duct Board Take Off Inside $1.80 

10-01-050 Duct Board Take Off Outside $1.80 

10-01-010 3” Ferrule $2.50 

10-00-190 3” Duct Uninsulated $1.00 per foot 

10-00-220 3” Duct Insulated (Everclean) $2.50 per foot 

20-02-010 4” Ferrule $2.75 

20-00-190 4” Duct Uninsulated $1.20 per foot 

20-00-220 4” Duct Insulated (Everclean) $2.65 per foot 

https://rheiacomfort.com/designers-resources/
https://rheiacomfort.com/designers-resources/
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Part# Component name Budget price 

10-01-030 Coupler $1.85 

10-01-020 Elbow Extension $2.30 

10-01-200 High Sidewall Boot Assembly $10.00 

10-01-210 Pass Through Boot Assembly $10.00 

10-01-220 Ceiling Boot Assembly $5.00 

10-01-280 Floor Boot 4x10 Assembly $10.00 

00-00-240 Hanger Bar Assembly $2.60 

10-04-090 Slotted Diffuser $2.30 

10-04-230 Ceiling Diffuser Assembly $4.80 

10-04-260 Ceiling Diffuser Small Assembly $4.80 

00-04-300 Metal Floor Diffuser 4x10 $6.50 

Five cost reduction options 
Designers should strive to reduce cost on all jobs without compromising performance of the system. 
First, a correct Rheia design will have only the duct runs necessary to meet airflow and static pressure 
requirements of the system—no “extra” runs. Second, a correct Rheia design shows the most direct 
duct routing possible. Following these principles will help keep costs in line while providing efficient 
airflow. 

If your design follows these principles and the builder or contractor is still looking to reduce cost, it’s 
time to consider other aspects of the design that you may be able to re-work. One or more of the five 
options summarized in this table can be used to reduce material cost on most designs. 

Table 2. Summary of cost reduction options 

Option Advantages (Savings) Disadvantages Examples for 
comparison 

1. Change equipment 
airflow selection 

Fewer total duct runs 
reduces material cost 

None Designs A, B, C 
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Option Advantages (Savings) Disadvantages Examples for 
comparison 

2. Use 4” diameter 
supply ducts 
strategically 

• Fewer total duct runs 
reduces material cost 

• Speeds installation 
• Fewer diffusers equal 

less visual clutter 

• 4” must transition to 
3” duct to route 
through 2x4 walls 

• Some airflow lost 
when transitioning 
from 4” to 3” ducts 

• Installation more 
complex 

Designs D, E 

3. Use floor boots • Eliminates 8-10 feet 
per duct run, 
significantly reducing 
overall material cost 

• Duct runs can remain 
4” diameter from 
manifold to boot, 
each delivering more 
air and thus reducing 
runs per room  

Floor delivery 
compromises comfort 
and performance 
compared to air 
delivered high in a room 
via high sidewall, pass-
through, or ceiling 
boots 

Designs F, G and 
Designs H, I 

4. Relocate the 
manifold 

• Central manifold 
takeoff shortens 
most duct runs, 
reducing material 
cost 

• Reduces total static 
pressure sufficiently 
to delete one or more 
duct runs, reducing 
material cost 

Limited to use in 
conditioned basement 
and crawlspace, or with 
open-web truss floor 
system large enough to 
run conventional trunk 
from AHU to manifold 

Designs J, K 

5. Use insulated ducts 
strategically 

• Enables supply duct 
to run through 
unconditioned 
spaces 

• More cost effective 
than complex framing 
and insulating 
workarounds 

• Limited availability 
• Longer lead time 
• More expensive than 

uninsulated duct 
• Large outside 

diameter (4” greater 
than nominal duct 
size) 

• Potential loss of 
energy credit or 
HERS score benefits 

Design L 

The following sections show the examples noted in the table above, fully explain the alternate 
designs and associated material costs, and discuss the trade-offs in cost and system performance. 
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You can present these options to the builder or contractor and then work together toward the most 
desirable final design. 

Tip: Remember, it is possible to use one or more than one of these options to meet the builder’s 
requirements. 

1. Change equipment airflow selection 
The number of Rheia ducts required in a design is directly related to the air handling equipment airflow 
selection. In the Rheia design process, you must add enough ducts to deliver the selected airflow at 
the selected static pressure. Selecting a lower airflow at a higher static pressure will require fewer 
ducts. 

For each air handling unit specification, use the equipment manufacturer’s published airflow data to 
determine an airflow and static pressure selection. Often, multiple selections will meet the criteria for 
Manual S cooling capacity and furnace temperature rise. When multiple options are available, you can 
reduce material costs by selecting the lower airflow at higher static pressure. This will necessitate a 
design with fewer duct runs and, therefore, less cost. 

Here is a furnace airflow table published by the manufacturer. In a design example of a two-story, 
approximately 3,000 square foot home, the circled selections all met the criteria for Manual S and 
temperature rise. 

 
Figure 1. Furnace airflow table example. In many designs, multiple airflow selections meet the criteria for Manual S and 
temperature rise.  

Designs A, B, and C 
Designs were completed for each of these selections: 981 CFM (Design A), 940 CFM (Design B), and 
897 CFM (Design C). The following table summarizes the total number of duct runs and linear feet of 
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duct material for each selection. You can see that lower airflow selection at higher static pressure 
results in fewer total duct runs, which means fewer total linear feet of duct and significant cost 
savings. 

Table 3. Duct cost comparison across different airflow selections for an example two-story, 
~3,000 sq. ft. home 

 Airflow selection Number of duct runs Total linear feet 

Design A 981 CFM @ 0.5” 43 1,497.0 ft 

Design B 940 CFM @ 0.6” 37 1,347.0 ft 

Design C 897 CFM @ 0.7” 31 1,085.0 ft 

Tip: Always double check that your cooling capacities still meet Manual S requirements and your 
furnace temperature rise still meets manufacturer specs when changing airflow selections. 

2. Use 4” diameter supply ducts 
Rheia offers two duct sizes, 3” diameter and 4” diameter ducts. 4” ducts can deliver significantly more 
air than 3” ducts. Within a run using 3” ducts or a run using 4” ducts, only two components are 
different: the flex duct itself and the ferrule. All other components (take offs, elbows, couplers, boots, 
and diffusers) are the same for both duct diameters.  

Using 4” ducts strategically can reduce the total number of duct runs, and thus cost, in the design. 
Although the 4” duct and 4” ferrule cost more per foot and per part than their 3” counterparts, 
reducing the total number of ducts runs can lower the total material cost. In general, any time you can 
delete at least one duct run from a room by switching to 4”, it will reduce cost. Reducing duct count 
also has the benefit of making the installation quicker and making the walls and ceilings less busy with 
diffusers. 

Designs that benefit the most from using 4” diameter ducts are those for single story floorplans as 
well as any design that does not have ducts running through 2x4 walls. Secondarily, multi-story 
floorplans with ducts running through 2x4 walls typically see some savings, but not as much. 

Let’s look at a cost comparison for two duct designs and their BOMs for the same single story home. 

Design D: all 3” diameter ducts 
Design D uses all 3” diameter ducts, which is the most typical. This results in 33 duct runs for a cost of 
$1,763.45. (Please note this pricing is for comparison only, actual pricing is not provided in this 
document.) 
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Figure 2. DESIGN D Duct layout for a single story home using all 3” diameter ducts. 

 
Figure 3. DESIGN D Bill of materials for a single story home using all 3” diameter ducts. 

Design E: nearly all 4” diameter ducts 
In comparison, for the same single story home, Design E uses 4” diameter ducts in most rooms. This 
results in a total of just 24 duct runs at $1,369.15. 

Design E reduced the total duct count by nine and saved nearly $400 in material cost as compared to 
Design D. (Please note this pricing is for comparison only, actual pricing is not provided in this 
document.) 
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Figure 4. DESIGN E Duct layout for a single story home using 3” and 4” diameter ducts. 

 
Figure 5. DESIGN E Bill of materials for a single story home using 3” and 4” ducts. 

One limitation of designs using 4” duct is that only 3” diameter duct can fit within 2x4 walls. It is 
possible to specify a combination run in which the run takes off as 4” diameter from the manifold, 
extends through the floor system, and then transitions to 3” diameter to run up a wall. In this case, 
one downside is that you’ll need additional components to make the transition from 4” to 3” diameter 
(specifically a 3” ferrule, coupler, and 4” ferrule), which add cost. A second downside is that when a 
duct transitions from 4” to 3” diameter, you lose some airflow compared to a run that is 4” all the way. 

Another potential drawback of using 4” duct comes from contractors’ feedback during installations: it 
is simpler and easier during install if only one duct diameter is used.  

3. Use floor boots 
Rheia recommends using high sidewall boots, pass-through boots, or ceiling boots rather than floor 
boots when comfort and performance are the most critical factors in a design. The rationale: 
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delivering air high in the room provides better air mixing in the room, avoids drafting in the occupied 
space, and avoids conflict with furniture. 

If reducing cost is the most critical requirement for the builder, however, specifying floor boots can 
help reduce cost. There are two main reasons. 

1. Floor boots typically have shorter supply duct runs because the duct does not have to travel 8 to 
10 feet up a wall to a high sidewall boot. Eliminating that duct length across many runs can 
significantly reduce overall material cost. 

2. In runs that use 4” diameter duct, the run can be 4” diameter from the manifold to the floor boot; 
no transition to 3” duct or associated components is needed to travel up a 2x4 wall. This reduces 
material costs. Another cost benefit of using only 4” ducts: because this diameter delivers more 
air, the total number of ducts needed in a particular room is reduced. 

To illustrate the savings possible by using floor boots, let’s look at four example designs and their 
BOMs for the same single story home with basement. 

Table 4. Cost comparison across four designs for a single story home with basement 

 Duct size Boot type Total linear feet of 
duct 

Cost 

Design F 3” diameter High sidewall 
boots 

978.0 ft $1,771.20 

Design G 3” diameter Floor boots 843.0 ft $1,682.90 

Design H 3” and 4” 
diameter 

High sidewall 
boots 

778.0 ft $1,595.30 

Design I 3” and 4” 
diameter 

Floor boots 563.0 ft $1,258.55 

Design F: 3” diameter ducts with high sidewall boots 
Design F uses only 3” ducts and all high sidewall boots on the main level of a single story home on 
basement. Notice the BOM shows 978 linear feet of supply duct needed. 
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Figure 6. DESIGN F Duct layout for main level of single story home with basement. All ducts are 3” diameter connected to 
high sidewall boots. 

 
Figure 7. DESIGN F Bill of materials for main level of single story home with basement. All ducts are 3” diameter connected 
to high sidewall boots. 
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Design G: 3” diameter ducts with floor boots 
Design G uses only 3” ducts and all floor boots on the main level of a single story home on basement. 
This eliminates the vertical length of all the risers to the high sidewall boots. Notice the BOM shows 
843 linear feet of supply duct, which is 100+ feet less than Design F BOM, reducing material cost 
slightly. 

 
Figure 8. DESIGN G Duct layout for main level of single story home with basement. All ducts are 3” diameter connected to 
floor boots. 
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Figure 9. DESIGN G Bill of materials for main level of single story home with basement. All ducts are 3” diameter 
connected to floor boots. 

Design H: 3” and 4” diameter ducts with high sidewall boots 
Design H and Design I below both use a combination of 3” and 4” ducts. Design H uses only high 
sidewall boots; therefore, all registers labeled 4” are combination runs that take off from the manifold 
with 4” ducts and terminate with 3” diameter risers up the 2x4 walls. 
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Figure 10. DESIGN H Duct layout for main level of single story home with basement. Ducts are 3” and 4” diameter 
connected to high sidewall boots. 

 
Figure 11. DESIGN H Bill of materials for main level of single story home with basement. All ducts are 3” and 4” diameter 
connected to high sidewall boots. 
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Design I: 3” and 4” diameter ducts with floor boots 
Design I is for the same floorplan, and it also uses both 3” and 4” diameter ducts. By using floor boots 
instead of high sidewall boots, however, additional cost reduction can be achieved. As shown in the 
BOM, using floor boots eliminated more than 200 feet of duct and reduced the total number of duct 
runs by three. Many other components quantities in the BOM were reduced as well. 

 
Figure 12. DESIGN I Duct layout for main level of single story home with basement. Ducts are 3” and 4” diameter 
connected to floor boots. 
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Figure 13. DESIGN I Bill of materials for main level of single story home with basement. All ducts are 3” and 4” diameter 
connected to floor boots. 

4. Relocate the manifold 
Typically, the manifold is located directly above an upflow air handling unit (AHU) or directly below a 
downflow AHU. When the manifold is in the mechanical closet, there is no other option. If the home 
uses an open web floor truss system, however, you can relocate the manifold to a more central 
location to reduce costs. If the floor system uses I-joists, relocating the manifold is not an option. This 
option will also work if the manifold can be located centrally in a conditioned basement or conditioned 
crawlspace. 

Relocating the manifold to a more central location will help reduce cost in two ways. 

1. Most duct runs will be shorter if they take off from a central manifold compared to a manifold 
located toward the end or corner of the home. Shorter duct runs reduce total feet of duct in the 
design, reducing cost. 

2. Shorter duct runs result in more CFM per run and lower total static pressure. Relocating the 
manifold more centrally can reduce the total static pressure sufficiently to delete one or more 
duct runs, reducing cost. 

To illustrate the savings possible by centrally locating the manifold, let’s look at two example designs 
and their BOMs for the same two story home. 

Design J: manifold within mechanical closet 
In Design J, the mechanical closet is in the corner of the main level of the two story home. Locating 
the manifold in the mechanical closet with the AHU adds 20 to 25 feet of duct for almost every run to 
reach the center of the home. 
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Figure 14. DESIGN J Duct layout for first level of a two story home with the manifold in the mechanical closet. Most duct 
runs travel a distance before reaching the middle of the home, increasing the total duct length. 

 
Figure 15. DESIGN J Bill of materials highlighting the component quantities needed for longer duct runs. 
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Design K: manifold more centrally located 
In comparison, Design K for the same home uses a conventional trunk line from the AHU and locates 
the manifold in the center of the home. Rheia supply ducts take off from the centrally located 
manifold, eliminating duct length from the design. 

 
Figure 16. DESIGN K Duct layout for first level of a two story home using a conventional trunk line from the AHU, allowing 
the manifold to be located within the open web flooring system in the center of the home. 
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Figure 17. DESIGN K Bill of materials highlighting the component quantities needed for shorter duct runs. 

You can see when comparing the BOMs that relocating the manifold to a more central location 
eliminated more than a third of the total duct length. In addition, the ferrule and coupler quantities 
were reduced because fewer components are needed for shorter duct runs. Centrally locating the 
manifold saved significant material cost. 

Tip: Be sure to size the conventional trunk from the AHU to the manifold big enough to prevent 
excessive static pressure. 

Design K: additional material cost savings 
Design K has an additional savings: three duct runs can be eliminated. Shortening most of the duct 
runs also reduces the total system pressure loss. This reduction enables duct runs to be deleted from 
the design while operating within the airflow and static pressure requirements. 

The figure below shows the total system pressure loss for Design J (non-central manifold, longer duct 
runs) compared to Design K (central manifold, shorter duct runs). Reducing the total system pressure 
loss by nearly 0.10” enables the designer to delete three duct runs from the design. 
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Figure 18. DESIGN J Total system pressure loss (left) compared to DESIGN K Total system pressure loss (right). 
Relocating the manifold to the center of the home shortened most duct runs, lowering the Total system pressure loss 
from 0.640” to 0.551”. 

 
Figure 19. DESIGN K Final Bill of materials indicates only 23 duct runs necessary, rather than 26. 

Compare the BOM in Figure 19 to the original BOM in Figure 15. Several hundred dollars’ worth of 
material was eliminated by relocating the manifold to a more central location. 

Tip: Remember that relocating the manifold in this way is possible only in conditioned basements, 
conditioned crawlspaces, or if the floor system is open-web truss and a large enough conventional 
trunk can be run from the AHU to the manifold.  
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5. Include insulated ducts strategically 
As you see in the Rheia component pricing examples at the beginning of this guide, Rheia does offer 
R-8 insulated duct in addition to our standard uninsulated duct.  

Specifying insulated duct has some significant drawbacks. Be sure to consider these carefully and 
communicate them to the builder and contractor prior to including insulated duct in your design. 

• Insulated duct has limited availability and a much longer lead time than uninsulated. 
• Insulated duct is considerably more expensive per foot than uninsulated. 
• Insulated duct has a much larger outside diameter (4” greater) than the duct nominal size. For 

example, 3” diameter insulated duct has a 7” outside diameter. 

Depending on the floorplan, however, there may be situations when using insulated duct for a few 
segments or a few full runs can help reduce cost. Let’s look at Design L for an example. 

Design L 
Design L shows the upper level of a two story home. In this floorplan, BDRM 3 WIC is located entirely 
above the garage. To supply this room while keeping the uninsulated duct within conditioned space, 
you have a variety of options: add a drop a ceiling in BDRM 3; thicken a wall in BDRM 3; add an inverted 
soffit above BDRM 3; add an air sealed chase in the garage ceiling; or drop and air seal the garage 
ceiling. Unfortunately, each of these options adds significant framing and insulating cost. 

A lower-cost alternative is to run an uninsulated duct up the wall between Primary BDRM and BDRM 3 
and then transition to insulated duct (R-8) to run through the unconditioned attic. Although using 
insulated duct for a portion of the run will add some material cost, it will be far less than the cost of 
additional framing and insulation to keep an uninsulated duct within conditioned space. 

  
Figure 20. DESIGN L specifies a partial run of insulated duct through the attic to supply BDRM 3 WIC. This solution avoids 
the extra cost of framing and insulation to keep the duct within conditioned space. 
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When using insulated ducts, one additional drawback to discuss with the builder is the potential loss 
of any energy credit or HERS score benefit they receive by keeping all ducts within conditioned space. 
Under those programs, if even one supply run goes out of conditioned space, a builder can lose HERS 
score points, tax rebates, or other benefits. Installations with ducts outside the conditioned space 
may also require the system to undergo a duct leakage test, which adds cost. Most versions of the 
IRC do not require a duct leakage test when all ducts are within conditioned space. 

Other considerations 
More than just the Rheia Bill of Materials can be impacted by the Rheia duct design. Framing and 
insulating costs can be greatly impacted if dropped ceilings, inverted soffits, thickened walls, etc. are 
needed to accommodate duct routing. To provide the overall best and most cost-effective design, 
discuss solutions and all related cost implications with the builder upfront. 


